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Iran’s nuclear program has become a highly controversial issue in
international politics, especially since the unveiling of the uranium
enrichment facility in August 2002 that was built clandestinely in Natanz
since 1984 with the support of China.1 \Vhile American and especially
Israeli officials and experts assert that Iran has secret plans to use its
nuclear infrastructure to develop nuclear weapons, Iranian officials, on the
other hand, deny such allegations and claim that they will use their nuclear
capacity exclusively for peaceful purposes.2 Notwithstanding the official
rhetoric, many Iranian scholars, intellectuals, civil, and military officials
argue that Iran should seriously consider developing nuclear weapons as
well, given the fact they have the necessary skills and capabilities, and the
reasons to do 50.3

\Vith respect to weapons development, there are two basic views. One
view, which is supported by a minor group, suggests that Iran should
definitely have nuclear technology and even weapons. These are mostly the
bureaucrats and scientists who have been involved in the nuclear projects
for many years, as well as others who are well entrenched in the state
structure. The other View, which is supported by a majority of people,
holds that, as a regional power with great ambitions, Iran must have nuclear
capabilities. A proportion of those who are against nuclear weapons
development are in opposition because of the timing. They argue that
international conjuncture is not suitable and suggest waiting. The
statements made by the U.S. and Israeli officials about military strikes
strengthen the views of those who endorse nuclear weapons development.
\Veaponization of Iran’s capabilities will depend on the political decision of
the leadership.

\Vhether or not the Iranian leadership will give the critical decision of
weaponization of their nuclear capabilities, the size of Iran’s existing
nuclear infrastructure, and more to be developed in time, together with the
achievements of Iranian scientists and technicians who claim to have
developed indigenous capabilities, may very well elevate Iran soon to the
status of a “nuclear power” and even to the position of a “nuclear-
weapons-capable state.” \‘Vhether this is a thing to be proud of, as many
Iranians from all walks of life obviously are, or something that may have
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adverse consequences for Iran ultimately, as it goes in this direction,
remains unclear. What is clear, however, is that, for a variety of reasons,
this issue will continue to be a top priority item on the agenda of all the
states concerned, both from inside and outside the region.

Therefore, it is worth understanding how Iran managed to develop a
considerable technological infrastructure and to accumulate valuable
scientific expertise in the nuclear field under the rule of two diverse leaders,
namely the Shah Pahlavi and the Imam Khomeini. It is also worth knowing
why Iran’s capabilities became the locus of scholarly interest and an issue
of hot political debate, especially in the last ten years. Hence, this chapter
aims to discuss the background of Iran’s decade-long efforts to develop the
nuclear infrastructure and the scientific accumulation that it has today, and
that it is planned to be further expanded. Iran’s achievements in the nuclear
field couldn’t be studied in isolation from a multitude of factors that
contributed, in one way or another, to its efforts to build elaborate nuclear
capabilities. In this context, the role of leading European countries such as
France and Germany will be particularly emphasized.

A series of developments that took place in the world in the 19603
and 70s, which resulted in a fierce competition among the Western
European nations as well as the U.S., Canada and Japan, in marketing
their nuclear technologies to developing states, including Iran, deserve
mentioning. Because the lack of coherence in the policies of these
countries in the implementation of the basic principles and norms of the
nuclear non-proliferation regime, due to their diverging national interests
and differing threat perceptions, contributed, directly or indirectly, to the
spread of sensitive technologies and scientific knowledge throughout the
world under the guise of peaceful exploitation of nuclear technology. The
repercussions of these policies were later seen in the form of
nuclearization of a good deal of countries like Israel, India, South Africa,
Pakistan, and more recently North Korea, as well as others like Argentina,
Brazil, Libya, Iraq, and Iran, all of which have come close to the
threshold.4

It is interesting to note that a number of factors that drove Iran and
\Vestern European nations toward cooperation in the nuclear field in the
19703 under the Shah’s monarchic regime—such as national security or
national pride issues for Iranians, and economic benefits or the challenge
of the U.S.’ supremacy upon Europeans—are observed to still be present in
their relations under the Imam’s theocratic regime. In other words, in all
these years, there is a continuity, as well as change, in the respective
positions of Iran and the European nations, which is believed to be worthy
of exploring, in order to see if they may- potentially hint at some ways and
means to help resolve the conflict.
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European Nuclear Export Policies and Iran’s Nuclear
Program

The¢_r_o:le played by France and especially \Vest Germany (hereafter
Germany) in the expansion of its nuclear infrastructure, as well as raising a
cadre of Iranian professionals and scientists, cannot be underestimated.5

For instance, in 1974, Iran signed contracts with the French company
Framatome to build two 950 MW(e) pressurized water reactors and the site
preparation work began in Darkhovin on the Kharoon River near Ahvaz, the
southern tip of the border with Iraq. In 1975, Iran purchased a ten percent
share in Eurodif, a joint venture uranium enrichment company of France,
Belgium, Spain, and Italy. Iran’s contract with Eurodif envisaged supply of
about 270 tons of uranium enriched to three percent in U-235.6 It was
estimated that the Iranian share in this large enrichment plant at Tricastin in
France would provide Iran with sufficient quantities of low enriched uranium
(LEU) fuel that was required for its national program at least until the mid-
19905.7 In connection with these contracts, a significant number of Iranian
students, scientists and technicians have gone to France to advance their
skills and knowledge in nuclear engineering, nuclear physics and other related
branches.

On the other hand, Germanyandlranreached an agreement in 1976 for
the establishment of six nuclear power reactors in Iran, the first two of which
would be built by German Kraftwerk Union (KWU) in Bushehr, each
housing Siemens 1,300 MW(e) reactors. In the same year, Iran also
concluded nuclear fuel contracts with Germany and in 1977, with France.8
There were also negotiations between Germany and Iran for selling uranium
enrichment technology to Iran.9 Aside from cooperation in the technology
transfer, there was also a huge program of training Iranian nuclear scientists
in Germany. According to Prof. Erwin Haeckel, senior researcher in the
German Council on Foreign Relations, “as of the late 19703, there were
hundreds of Iranian students in German universities studying nuclear
physics, and nuclear engineering.”10 Hence, Prof. Haeckel argued, “if Iran is
regarded to be able to carry out a massive nuclear program, there is a heavy
footprint of German cooperation. We cannot gauge easily what contribution
we made, but a heavy legacy has to be taken into account.” 1‘

Lack of Coherence in European Nonproliferation and Export
Control Policies

In the 19708, due to a lack of coherence in the nuclear non-proliferation
strategies of the \Vest, and the disharmony in their export control policies, a
number of aspiring states like Pakistan, South Africa, Argentina, Brazil, Iran,
and Libya have exploited most of the opportunity to have access to sensitive
technologies. There were a number of reasons for such an outcome that have
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ultimately led to nuclearization of a good deal of these countries. One was
the decision of the Nixon administration in July 1974 to suspend the supply
of low enriched uranium (LEU) that would mean literally cutting off the
supply of fuel for nearly all light water reactors (INC/R) in the world outside
communist countries. The U.S. was making an official statement that it could
no longer be counted as a reliable fuel supplier for the burgeoning civilian
nuclear power industry it had promoted globally.12

One consequence of this U.S. action was to give new impetus to \Vestern
Europe’s and Japan’s programs for developing their own fuel producing
technologies and merchandising them abroad. These technologically
advanced states were already undertaking projects for construction of nuclear
plant enrichment as well as reprocessing. Reasons behind building
reprocessing spent reactor fuel facilities was to more fully utilize the energy
value of LEU and to extend the life of natural uranium resources; and
moving forward toward commercialization of the light metal fast breeder
reactors (LMFBR), which promised eventual self-sufficiency and an end to
dependence on external sources of natural uranium as well as enrichment
services. The Commercial incentive to find customers abroad was powerful.
It sharpened the competitive edge of the challenge to the dominant U.S.
reactor manufacturers. Europeans showed themselves ready to sell sensitive
enrichment and reprocessing technologies to sweeten the terms of reactor
deals, or simply to satisfy consumer wants. \Vithin the next few months in
early 1975, France revealed plans to sell reprocessing plants to South Korea
and Pakistan; and Germany entered into a massive deal with Brazil for the
transfer of enrichment as well as reprocessing technology. These transactions
disturbed the U.S. because of the seeming reluctance of European suppliers
to impose strict conditions of sale, especially the requirements that all of the
recipients’ nuclear facilities be placed under safeguards.”

In the late 1970s, the U.S. government launched an International Nuclear
Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) to devise measures which could “minimize
the danger of proliferation without jeopardizing energy supplies or the
development of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes.” The hope was that
some alternative to a plutonium-producing fuel cycle could be found.
However, in 1980, INFCE concluded that although certain measures could
make misuse of the fuel cycle more difficult, there was no technical way to
produce nuclear energy without using or producing materials that could be
used in nuclear weapons at the same time.14

From Germany’s standpoint as a non-nuclear weapons state (NNVVS),
the Social Democrats in power had insisted that it was allowed to develop,
produce and operate technologies encompassing the whole nuclear cycle;
Nevertheless, there was a conflict between the U.S. and Germany over the
nuclear export policies. The U.S. was able to establish a new standard
requiring any further transfers of sensitive technologies like enrichment and
reprocessing be discussed in advance within the newly established Nuclear
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Suppliers Group (NSG).15 But Germany was producing cutting-edge nuclear
technologies and was anxious to sell to whoever might be suitable.“
According to Prof. Krause, Director of the Institute for Security Studies at
the University of Kiel, there was a general sense that the transfer of such
technologies by Germany, Japan and France could lead to an erosion of the
Nuclear Non—Proliferation Treaty.17 The German ambition of mastering and
controlling the whole nuclear cycle paved the way to the establishment of the
joint URENCO enrichment plant in the Dutch city of Almelo by Germany,
Britain and the Netherlands. 18

The conflict with the U.S. over nuclear exports was debated in the
scholarly and political circles in Germany primarily as a case of a transatlantic
dispute that was reflecting the growing maturity and self-assertiveness of
Germany. For the first time, German government had openly defied the U.S.
and it seemed that nuclear non-proliferation policy and nuclear export
controls were areas where Germany was ready to invest political capital.19

On the other hand, the behavior exhibited by France in the nuclear non-
proliferation was ambivalent. France had not taken part in the negotiations of
the NPT, nor did it sign when opened to signatures in 1968, but declared
that it would behave as if it had signed the Treaty. Yet, France refused to take
part in the meetings of the Zangger Committee2U set up by NPT parties to
spell out the list of materials and equipment that, under Article III of the
Treaty, could only be supplied under safeguards to non-nuclear weapons
states. Prof. Bertrand Goldschmidt, one of the founders of the French
Atomic Energy Agency, said that although the French attitude toward
nuclear non-proliferation moved closer to that of other major industrial
powers by agreeing to EURATOMZ‘ inspections, the French policy of
abstention from the NPT and the development of an independent nuclear
force won a broad national consensus in the late 19705. The problem of
horizontal proliferation and the dangers for world stability have never taken
the same importance nor caused the same deep anxiety for the French
public, official circles, or media as it has in countries like the U.S., Canada
and Sweden. Being satisfied with their policy of nuclear exports conformed
to the NPT, the French public never queried the official decision not to sign
the Treaty.22

Divergence of Views Between Western Europe and the U.S.
Americans viewed the \Vestern Europeans’ record of non-proliferation

policies as doubtful. They believed that the \Western Europeans were the
major stumbling block on the road to a successful conclusion of the NPT. In
the same vein, the Europeans were also viewed by Americans as continually
subordinating non-proliferation to narrow vested interest since the 1970s,
such as the German-Brazilian deal, and Belgium’s negotiations with Libya.
Americans also believed that it was the Europeans who prevented an
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agreement on a water-tight export policy among supplier nations thatwould
have restricted exports to countries that accept to implement full-scope
safeguards and put a total ban on the transfer of sensitive technologies.23

But, when looking at the same issues from the European perspective, an
explanation comes from Prof. Harald Muller, Director of Peace Research
Institute Frankfurt, stating that “two categories,“ of states were affected by
non-proliferation: the superpowers trying to maintain world order, and those
countries in or very close to the proliferating region. \Vestern Europe fell in
neither category.”24 It was far enough from the nearest possible proliferation
spot (i.e., the Middle East), and it was dependent on world trade for its
welfare. The higher dependence on exports and imports has led Europeans
always to embrace a more comprehensive understanding of security than its
Atlantic partner did. For Europe, economic security, as one component of
national security, was (and still is) as important as the military one. Unless
proliferation presented a challenge to world order, Europeans, who are the
trading nations, would not share a deep interest in its limitation.25

Hence, Prof. Muller argues that, basically, “the problem was the fears of
\Vestern European countries and eventually the European Community,
about their position in the world politics,” and the question of whether
Europe could “meet the American challenge and remain the first-rate
economic power in the world economy, or would the NPT emerge as an
instrument'asiwell as a sign of Europe’s second-rate status, except for France
and the United Kingdom as nuclear-weapons states? Because, trade for
Europe Was not only instrumental in promoting their economic welfare, but
also a key tool in fostering foreign policy goals, far more would be at stake
than pure economics.”26

Islamic Revolution and its Impact on Iran’s Nuclear
Program

The Shah Reza Pahlavi’s nuclear power projects undertaken by \Vest‘ern
European and American firms, which had just taken off, had to make an
emergency landing due to turbulence created by the Islamic Revolution in the
spring of 1979 under the leadership of the Imam Khomeini. The immediate
impact of the Revolution and the Imam’s takeover of power from the Shah
was the need to consolidate the new order in the country as well as to fight a
war against forces of Saddam Hussein, who launched a large-scale offensive
in September 1980. The Revolution also caused a dramatic change in Iran’s
disposition in the world political arena vis-a-vis the foreign and security
policy matters. ‘

Revolutionary Iran adopted the Imam Khomeini’s slogan “Na S/Jarq, Na
Char/9, Faqatjum/Jmiye IJ/amz',” which means “neither East, nor \‘Vest, only the
Islamic Republic [of Iran]” as the fundamental guiding principle of its foreign
policy.27 Hence, in the early years of the Revolution, almost anything that was
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Western was rejéCted, and the nuclear projects were no exception to such an
attitude. According to Dr. Vaziri, “Ayatollah Khomeini’s return from exile to
Tehran on February 1, 1979 ushered in a brief but intense anti-modernization
phase in Iran’s domestic and foreign policies. The clerics rejected the Shah’s
plans to finance the rapid modernization of the civilian and military
infrastructures with Iran’s oil revenues. In fact, they reduced oil exports,
allowed much of the American military hardware purchased by the Shah to
fall into disrepair, purged the armed forces of suspected opponents, and did
not impede the flight of many scientists who had worked on Iran’s nuclear
projects.” Vaziri also notes that, during the ‘Cultural Revolution’ of spring
1980, the nascent nuclear infrastructure constructed under the Shah was
languished, and the work on the Bushehr nuclear reactors and the Darkhovin
nuclear reactor site was halted in 1979.28 On the same issue, the president of
the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran (AEOI) under the Shah’s regime,
Dr. Akbar Etemad notes, “as regards the AEOI, there was a tendency to
destroy everything within it, and many people—professional and otherwise-
had a say in the matter. The destructive forces of the Revolution inside and
outside the AEOI succeeded in bringing nearly all the projects to a halt; all
the major projects were cancelled or left dormant.”29

Iranfs Attempts to Resume the Nuclear Program
Once the dust of the Chaotic revolutionary internal dynamics scattered,

Iranian clergy attempted to resume the nuclear projects which had come to a
halt with the regime change. There were a number of reasons for the clerical
leadership to see the nuclear projects from a different, but certainly more
positive perspective. One of the reasons was the Iraqi offensives against Iran,
especially those involving massive air strikes on ports and oil refineries in the
Persian Gulf. The initial trauma of Iraq’s attack and subsequent brutality of
combat led the clerics to learn the hard way that modern military technology,
and especially Weapons of mass destruction, could make a decisive difference
in war.30 '

Another reason for the Iranian top clergy to change their attitude toward
nuclear power projects was, according to Dr. Etemad, the severe energy crisis
experienced after the Revolution. Hence, a high degree of priority was again
given to the construction of power plants. The clerics have also “realized that
they had killed the goose which laid the golden egg” by destroying the
AEOI.31 They then decided to pull its staff together with a new president to
revive the Organization as well as to settle the nuclear projects with the
German Kraftwerk Union in order to resume the building of the Bushehr
nuclear power plant.

In the early 19808, President Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani first got the
blessing of the Imam Khomeini to endorse the nuclear projects. Initially
Khomeini“ had strong reservations against the nuclear projects on the
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grounds that they would make Iran dependent on foreign technology. Then,
Rafsanjani asked the French and the German companies to resume working
in their construction of nuclear power plants. The German firm KVVU, that
used to build the Bushehr power plant, did not agree to resume construction,
most possibly due to the pressure of the U.S. Administration that was deeply
at odds with Iran, especially since the “hostage crisis” at the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran.32

The French company Framatom‘e, too, denied resuming work at the
Darkhovin site, which was chosen for a nuclear power plant to host two 950
M\V(e) reactors and the construction of the Esfahan Nuclear Research
Center. President Hashemi Rafsanjani recalls “in those days [they] realized
the \Vest was not going to give the sensitive technology to Iran.”33 Hence,
Iran turned its face to other potential suppliers of nuclear technology such as
Pakistan, Argentina, Spain, Czechoslovakia, China, and the Soviet Union, in
order to resume work in the Bushehr nuclear plant and also to expand the
scope of its nuclear infrastructure.

In the midst of the war with Iraq, the Esfahan Nuclear Research Center
was opened in 1984, which could be seen as Islamic regime’s determination
to pursue its nuclear aspirations inherited from the previous monarchic
regime. Thanks to the Chinese assistance, fuel fabrication and conversion
facilities, which are crucial for uranium enrichment, were also built in
Esfahan.34 \Vith Pakistan, a nuclearcooperation- agreement was signed in
1987, according to which, 39 Iranian nuclear scientists and technicians would
advance their skills in Pakistani nuclear facilities, reactors and laboratories.35
That same year in May, Iran signed a $5.5 million agreement with Argentina
for the supply of uranium enriched'to 20 percent and for the training of
Iranian scientists at the Jose Balaserio Nuclear Institute. In February 1990, a
Spanish paper reported that Associated Enterprises of Spain was negotiating
the completion of the two nuclear power reactors at Bushehr with the help
of another Spanish firm called ENUSA (National Uranium Enterprises) that
was to provide the fuel. In another effort, Iran sought assistance of Skoda
from Czechoslovakia for the import of a reactor.36 Moreover, benefiting
from an active economic relationship with Sweden, Iranians have approached
Swedish firms to see what role they might be willing to play in the
completion of the Bushehr power plant. Similarly, Iran had maintained active
political and economic relations with India and asked their assistance in
various fields, including the completion of the Bushehr power plant.

Despite Iran’s relentless efforts to resume work at the nuclear sites that
were under construction prior to the Islamic Revolution, it rendered no
fruit.37 In the meantime, the Iraqi air force attacked the Bushehr site several
times causing serious structural damage.38 Then, China and Russia looked like
promising alternatives and Iran wanted to exploit its chances in these
countries. Of these, the cooperation agreement with the Russian Federation
bore more fruit for the Iranian nuclear program.
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Russia-Iran “Deal of the Century”
After almost a decade-long effort to revitalize the long-stalled nuclear

power projects, as well as to expand the scope of scientific and technological
infrastructure, Iran was left with Russia as the potential major_supplier
country. As was the case with China, Iran had prior talks with Russia in the
late 19808 and even agreed in principle to cooperate in the nuclear field.
President Hashemi Rafsanjani remembers “[he] took the initiative and talked
with Michael Gorbachev for the completion of the Bushehr power plant.”
However, dramatic changes in the Soviet Union that led to the collapse of
the socialist regime and Boris Yeltsin to come to power as the President of
the Russian Federation, caused delays in the implementation of the
agreement between Rafsanjani and Gorbachev. After the settling of the new
regime in Russia, Iranian authorities brought the issue to the table again in
the talks with their Russian counterparts. President Rafsanjani recalls, “Russia
would support Iran to finish Bushehr in six years and the Russian authorities
said they would start from scratch, and [the Iranian authorities] said OK.”39
Hence, during a visit from Viktor Mikhailov, the Minister of Atomic Energy
(Minatom) of the Russian Federation, at the request of Dr. Reza Amrollahi,
the President of the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran, a Nuclear
Cooperation Accord was signed by the Russian firm,
Zarubezhatomenergostroy and the AEOI on January 8, 1995, in Tehran.
Accordingly, Russia and Iran agreed:

To cooperate in the completion of the construction of Block
No. 1 at the Bushehr nuclear power plant; to utilize Iranian
personnel as much as possible; to subsequently deliver the fuel
at world prices; and to submit a proposal for the training of
the Iranian personnel so that after a preliminary period of
operation, Block No.1 at Bushehr can be run exclusively by
Iranian personnel... Russia and Iran also agreed to prepare
and sign: in three months a contract for delivery of a light
water reactor for research with a power 30-50 MW(th) from
Russia; in the first quarter of 1995, a contract for the delivery
of 2000 tons of natural uranium from Russia; in the first
quarter of 1995, a contract for the preparation and training fOr
AEOI’s scientific personnel, 10-20 graduate students and
Ph.D.s annually at Russian academic institutions; within six
months, a contract for the construction of a uranium mine in
Iran after which negotiations will be conducted for the
construction of a centrifuge plant for enrichment of
uranium... The parties further agreed: to cooperate in the
construction of low power reactor, less than 1 MW(th), in Iran
for instructional purposes; to examine the‘issue of cooperation
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on the construction of a desalination plant; and to carry out
meetings no less frequently than once a year.40

The nuclear deal would cost a little less than $1 billion, and the first of
the two Russian-designed VVER-lOOO reactors would become operational by
2001. However, the US. administration strongly reacted to the Russians and
asked them not to go ahead with the construction and other activities related
to the centrifuge plant that would give Iran the capability to produce
weapons-grade uranium that could be used to manufacture atomic bombs.
Eventually, although the U.S. failed to convince Russia to cancel the deal as a
whole, especially after this issue came before the Gore-Chernomyrdin
Commission that was discussing a host of issues between Russia and the
U.S., the Russians agreed to call off the negotiations on the centrifuge plant,
as well as the sophisticated arms sales, including missiles, to Iran.41

Iran’s Current Nuclear Capabilities
An analysis of Iran’s negotiations with potential nuclear suppliers,

whether they bore fruit or not, indicates that almost without exception,
Iranians requested training of their scientists and technicians in the
scientifically and technologically more advanced countries, as well as the
establishment of uranium enrichment (i.e., HEU production) and spent fuel
reprocessing (i.e., plutonium separation) facilities. These can be seen as clear
indications that Iran, under the regimes of both the Shah and the Imam,
always wanted to have a complete nuclear fuel cycle which would elevate the
country to a nuclear power status. It seems that Iran has managed to achieve
its goal to a significant extent. 42 On the account of Iran’s nuclear facilities,
Dr. Ali Ashgar Soltanieh, from the Iranian lVIinistry of Foreign Affairs, notes:

To a great extent, Iran’s nuclear activities in uranium ore
processing, uranium conversion and enrichment as well as
heavy water production, research reactor designing and
manufacturing centrifuge machines are the result of research,
and development and experiences gradually gained during the
last three decades. All these are achieved during the period of
sanctions and lack of cooperation by industrial countries in the
area of peaceful uses of nuclear energy.“3

On the same subject, Dr. Mohammad Ghannadi from the AEOI states
that:

Oone third of [Iran] is under exploration; in 200 km south of
Yazd and 600 km south of Tehran one of the holes [mines] was
done by Chinese and the other by Iranians; annual production
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of yellowcake capacity in Yazd is 67 tons; uranium conversion
capacity is 296 tons natural uranium; 34 tons slightly enriched
uranium; 11.3 tons natural uranium for heavy water research
reactor which started in operation in spring 2004; Iran ranks the
8th country in the world with its 200 tons of Uranium
Hexafluoride production capability; the enrichment capacity
[envisaged] is 150 tons (for 54,000 centrifuge machines);
zirconium production capacity is 50 tons/year; for waste
management there is a near surface repository in Yazd and
Esfahan. Except reprocessing, [Iran has] all elements of nuclear
fuel cycle.44

Also, Ayatollah Hasan Rohani, the Secretary of the Supreme National
Security Council of Iran, argues that a “40 M\V(th) heavy water reactor which
is expected to enter into operation in 2008, is being built in Arak province fully
with the technical and'scientific skills of Iranian scientists and technicians as
well as the technological parts designed and produced in Iran.”45 Additionally,
Dr. Asadullah Sabouri from the AEOI indicated that:

The first reactor at the Bushehr nuclear power plant will start
operation in December 2006; there are 300 Iranian engineers as
well as 400 technicians who will run the reactor; Iran’s
regulatory infrastructure is enhanced, thanks to the close
cooperation with Russia and the IAEA in the areas of reviewing
safety reports, seismic hazard evaluation, reviewing design
documents, establishment of quality management systems, and
the physical protection of the plant.” Moreover, Dr. Sabouri
notes “a decision is taken at the state level to have a 10—20
percent share of nuclear energy in overall electricity generation
by installing a 7,000 IVNC/(e) capacity by the year 2021.” He also
says that “there is the approval for the construction of a nuclear
power plant and site selection studies for 5,000 M\V(e)
reactors.”46

As for the level of education in the nuclear field in Iran, Dr. Mahmood
Reza Aghamiri from the Shahid Behesti University states that:

At present, there are 45 departments in Iranian universities in
the nuclear area and there are plans to have 80 departments in
the medium- to long-term; there are eight nuclear research
centers, with plans to expand to 15 in the future; and there are
450 post-graduate students (mostly engineers) in the nuclear
field, and this number is expected to reach 1,500 in the future.47
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Iran’s Position in the Nuclear Puzzle ,
In general terms, Iranian authorities consistently claim to have the right

to obtain peaCeful applications of nuclear energy as a State Party to the NPT
since the beginning of its entry into force.48 They specifically refer to Article
IV of the Treaty, which reads as follows (in two paragraphs):

1. Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as affecting the
inalienable right of all the Parties to the Treaty to 'develop
research, production and use of nuclear energy for peaceful
purposes without discrimination and in conformity with
articles I and II of this Treaty.
2. All the Parties to the Treaty undertake to facilitate, and have
the right to participate in, the fullest possible exchange of
equipment, materials and scientific and technological
information for the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. Parties to
the Treaty in a position to do so shall also cooperate in
contributing alone or together with other States or
international organizations to the further development of the
applications of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes, especially
in the territories of non-nuclear—weapon States Party to the
Treaty, with due consideration for the needs of the developing
areas of the world.

Hence, Iranian authorities, who repeatedly claim to run a nuclear
program “for exclusively peaceful purposes,” expect to be treated like other
non-nuclear weapons states, such as Argentina or Brazil, that have
enrichment as well as reprocessing capabilities, but they are not subject to
accusations of developing nuclear weapons.49

Regardless of the rejection of such accusations by Iranian authorities, the
Americans especially assert that Iran indeed has a secret nuclear weapons
development program. \‘Vith the capabilities it has developed over the years,
particularly the uranium enrichment facility that may enable Iran to produce
weapons-grade uranium for making atomic bombs, Americans argue that
Iran may soon become a defacto nuclear weapons-state. They base their policy
of denial and their request from Iran to give up uranium enrichment program
on the spirit and the letter of Article II of the NPT, which reads as follows:

Each non-nuclear-weapon State Party to the Treaty undertakes
not to receive the transfer from any transferor whatsoever of
nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices or of
control over such weapons or explosive devices directly, or
indirectly; not to manufacture or otherwise acquire nuclear
weapons or other nuclear explosive devices; and not to seek or
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receive any assistance in the manufacture of nuclear weapons
or other nuclear explosive devices.

The essence of American argument draws on the fact that, according to
the Treaty, “each non-nuclear-weapon State Party to the Treaty undertakes
not to...seek...manufacture ‘of nuclear weapons.” Given the revelations
about Iran’s uranium enrichment facility in Natanz that was built
clandestinely without timely IAEA notification as part of its obligations
under the Safeguards Agreement with the Agency, the U.S. considers such an
attitude as an indication of having secret intentions to develop weapons that
contradicts the undertakings of non-nuclear weapons states like Iran under
Article II of the NPT.50

As a counter argument, Iranian authorities claim that the IAEA certified
that the non-notification of Natanz was a “failure” rather than a “violation”
of Iran’s safeguards obligations. They also gave lengthy explanations as to
how “internal bureaucratic dynamics in Iran have played a role in the failure
to provide the IAEA with the design information and all other related data
about the facility.”51 However, some of them also say in private that, “they
had no other alternative but to build the facility secretly” arguing that “had
they notified the IAEA that they had plans to build a uranium enrichment
facility, the U.S. would have definitely prevented [them] from finalizing the
project.”52

The Position of the European Union
The EU has played a crucial role in this whole process since the historic

visit of the Foreign Ministers of three leading members of the Union, namely
the UK, France and Germany to Iran in October 2003, on the eve of the
“deadline” set by the IAEA, to Director General Mohamed El Baradei for
Iran to sign the Additional Protocol.53 Then, these three EU countries,
dubbed the “EU Trio” or “EU-3” and Iran have gathered together to sort
out a workable solution to the claims of Iran on one hand, and the U.S. on
the other, as well as to satisfy the expectations of the Europeans.54 As such,
the EU behaved true to its longstanding and ever—improving policy of “using
diplomacy as a means of finding solutions to international problems” rather
than resorting to use of military force, at least in the early stages of any
conflict.

Such an approach is usually seen as “a waste of time” by the American
administration that criticized Europeans about buying Iran time to do
Whatever it may be doing secretly (i.e., building nuclear weapons).
Nevertheless, the EU’s engagement with Iran also played into the hands of
the U.S., mainly in two respects. On one hand, it kept Iran under
considerable pressure and scrutiny that at least caused delays in its nuclear
projects while the U.S. couldn’t effectively focus on that country due to its
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state building efforts in Iraq, which absorbed a huge amount Of resources
(human and otherwise) of the Bush Administration. On the other hand, the
U.S. gave the EU the opportunity to prove the “merits” of its “diplomatic
approach” to solve the problem that may also satisfy the Americans.
Moreover, in connection with the second, the US. was also relieved from the
burden of being accused—as was the case prior to the invasion of Iraq—of
not giving a chance to diplomacy.

Even though the governments of the Europeancountries, either in their
individual capacities or as a whole, have been spending genuine effort to find
a way out of the conflicting situation, the chances seem to be weak for
several reasons. First, the positions of Iran and the U.S. are so widely apart
from each other that it looks like only a magic formula may bring the sides
together. Moreover, Iranian officials claim‘‘[they] have made it crystal clear
to the Europeans that permanent cessation of uranium enrichment would be
out of consideration, and that, only 1n this condition that the negotiations
could be pursued.’ ’55 Hence, Iranians are seemingly frustrated with the
Europeans because they think that, during their talks with the U.S., they may
have given the Americans a different impression about Iran’s stance vis-a-vis
the uranium enrichment issue, which is repeatedly said to be “non-
negotiable.”

Second, even if an agreement could be reached, Europeans might not
deliver what they may have suggested to deliver in terms of economic
benefits and technological assistance. Therefore, clerical leaders have harshly
criticized ,Iranian officials who have agreed to temporarily suspend the
uranium enrichment and asked them “what did they get in return for such a
gesture.”56 It is clear from the stance of the Iranian officials that they look to
the US who is, indeed, their real counterpart in this debate, over the
Europeans. “If a deal will ever be cut, it should be between Iran and the US.
without intermediaries [like the EU]” said Iranian officials.57 However, due to
the present political climate, the chances to gather the Americans and Iranian
officials around a negotiation table are not high, unless there is a “second
track diplomacy” going on somewhere, which is quite likely.

No doubt, Europeans are also aware of their limitations. However, it is
still in their interest to keep the negotiations going. This is because, the
alternative to this is the high probability of another hot confrontation in the
Middle East, a region that is strategically important for Europeans due to
their economic (e.g., oil) and security.(e.g., stability) considerations. Hence,
so long as the Iran’s nuclear program is on the negotiations table, the
likelihood of such a confrontation is thought to be lower than it might be
otherwise.

A third reason why the chances of finding a workable solution to the
nuclear puzzle at hand, through the EU-Iran talks, is the perceived degree of
threat to the Europeans, which, however, differs considerably from that of
the Americans, not to mention the Israelis. Europeans’ threat perception

/
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seemingly does not put an unbearable pressure on their shoulders. Although
countries like Germany and France, who have helped Iran to develop its
nuclear program, have expressed their concerns with the possible military
implications of Iran’s evolving nuclear capabilities, they have also limited
their political stance and their relations with Iran—to staying on the legal
grounds as prescribed by the nuclear non-proliferation regime, particularly
the NPT articles. One important factor, among others, that must have
influenced the stance of these countries was (and still is) the way they
interpret the motivations and intentions of Iran for developing a complete
fuel cycle. For instance, Prof. Harald Muller argues, “Germany believes that
Iranian \VMD programs are principally of a defensive/deterrent character.
While the extension of the range of Iranian-missiles is seen with discomfort
and as a security comer/z, it is not really: rated as a major dread to European,
and German security because of the. lack of aggressive and offensive
motivations.”58 ‘ i

Conclusion
Notwithstanding these rather discouraging elements in the stance of the

EU in the middle of the nuclear debate, Iran cannot afford to underestimate
the value of the Europeans, not only in this context, but also as a long-term
partner in many fields. Iran’s geographic proximity to the EU and the
potential of the trade between the parties is so significant that no sober-
ifninded Iranian decision-maker would be able to turn his back to the
Europeans, and vice verm. Considering that Iran’s nuclear dossier has been
transferred to the UNSC, the political stance of the UK and France in
particular, being the veto powers, as well as the European public opinion in
general will be of crucial importance in Iran getting through the process
without suffering seriously. Therefore, just like the Europeans who need to
get concessions from Iran in order to strengthen their hands before the
Americans, who are seemingly adopting a nonchalant behavior toward them,
Iran as well, should feel urged to make further concessions, to the extent
possible, to have the EU on its side. Creativity of the diplomats on both sides
should be further exploited so as to mitigate the fears of the Americans and
particularly the Israelis, stemming from the scenarios depicting a nuclear-
weapons-capable Iran whose leaders have a rich track record of making
threatening statements targeting Israel and the US.

* Parts of this chapter are excerpted from the author’s previous research on the
subject during his sabbatical fellowship at the Belfer Center of the J. F. Kennedy
School of Government at Harvard University during the 2004-2005 academic year,
which have been published in the Spring 2006 issue of Middle Edit journal and the
March 2007 issue of Midd/e Earle/71 Studies cited below.
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